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Relationships are important now more than ever

• All have been impacted by limited in-person 
interactions during last 6 months

• Feeling connected with teachers and other students 
optimizes student’s ability to learn

• Without relationships, students will struggle



‘Supportive, encouraging, and caring 
relationships stimulate neural circuitry to 
learn.  High risk children and adolescents 
who have become successful learners often 
report that one or two adults took a special 
interest in them and became invested in 
their success.  You have the opportunity to 
be that person every moment of every day.’

Louis Cozolino



“The most powerful buffer in 
times of stress and distress is our 
social connectedness; so let’s 
remember to stay physically 
distant but socially close.  Reach 
out and connect.”

• Bruce Perry



Relational interactions matter

The parts of our brain that 
allow us to be humane and 
compassionate and 
empathic- require 
experience to become fully 
developed.  

Neurobiological systems for 
relationship are intimately 
connected to regulation, 
stress response and reward  
neurobiology.

Our students are starving 
for connection and for 
someone to pay attention 
to them.

Connecting relationally is 
one of the most important 
things we can do for them.



“A child’s history of connectedness is a better 
predictor of health than their history of adverse 
experiences.
The superpower of humankind is our capacity to 
connect, it is regulating, rewarding, and the major 
“route” by which we can teach, coach, parent, heal 
and learn.”

Bruce D. Perry



Stress impacts relationships

• As you become stressed or threatened, you become 
• More self absorbed
• Less concerned for others
• Less able to take in information
• Less able to accept positive things being offered
• More easily manipulated
• Less creative
• Less able to form and maintain relationships



Practice Self 
Care and Self 
Compassion

• Take care of yourself in order to take care 
of your students

• Give yourself grace and model grace to 
your students

• Emotions are contagious

• Students will mirror your level of calm

• Many dysregulated children are operating 
from the limbic part of the brain that 
focuses on non-verbal communication. 

• Don’t underestimate your ability to bring 
calm and don’t underestimate impact of 
dysregulated people on you



Reason

 Relate

           Regulate

Approach your 
work with students 
from a bottom up 
brain perspective.

1. Regulate
2. Relate
3. Reason
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Be present, regulated, 
warm, patient and 
persistent.



How are we going to do this?

• Create a safe environment
• Allow for control and predictability
• Share and talk about emotions
• Pay attention to nonverbal cues 
• Take advantage of emotional contagion
• Use reflective listening
• Model respect



Components of Communication

Facial Expression 55%

Tone of voice 38%

Words 7%



Things to consider

• Clear face shields/mask
(medical masks can trigger medical trauma)

• Watch tone of voice- more important than ever
• Schedule relationship building time between students- teach how to 

communicate and collaborate from a distance
• Write notes for students to hold onto
• Collaborate, gather ideas from students and parents



Things to consider

• Individual and small group interactions
• Short conversations
• Check in’s about how things are going
• Set routines for communication about non academics
• Plan interaction time/games/brain breaks
• Ok to put academics on back burner for a time


